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Computational Linguistics (CL)  
and Language Understanding
z Computational Linguistics (CL) and Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) have profoundly changed the way we look at          
human language as a subject of scientific inquiry, shifting 
emphasis from abstract knowledge to real usage.
U d t di l i th bilit t tz n ers an ng anguage requ res e a y o mas er a 
heterogeneous system of manifold skills, based on the 
processing of complex information structures in context. 
K l d f l l b d l d fz now e ge o  anguage can no onger e ecoup e  rom 
“doing things with words” (e.g. reading, learning, recalling, 
guessing, judging etc.). The application of computer 
t h l i t i f d t d t di dec no og es o ssues o  ocumen  un ers an ng an  access 
epitomizes such a profound change of perspective in the most 
exemplary way.
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Language, ontology and web contents
z Gaining intelligent access to web-based contents 
presupposes, among other things i) a formal representation 
(ontology) of the knowledge areas of interest, ii) an algorithm 
f l if i t t it di t k t l i lor c ass y ng a new ex  em accor ng o nown on o og ca  
categories, iii) an automated procedure to relate terms and 
complex relations among terms to knowledge categories, iv) 
ways for automatically indexing contents on the basis of the          
terms and relations they contain, v) ways for querying a 
document repository by terms, relations and concepts.
z Clearly, non professional web users can profit from ontology-
based and language-based technologies for document 
access and management. Although considerable progress 
has been made in this area, the search for relevant web-
based information is still either a) channelled through the         
strictures of largely pre-defined, context-free, fully-interpreted 
document ontologies, or b) limited to simple text queries, 
containing key words and relatively unstructured word 
patterns connected through few logical operators.
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C i l Li i i d h bomputat ona  ngu st cs an  t e we
z Awareness of issues of automated text interpretation and document 
understanding may represent an altogether different way of 
narrowing the gap between the demand for personalized 
information needles and the unlimited offer of unstructured 
haystacks on the web. Web users that understand NLP algorithms 
are certainly in a good position to use this understanding for better 
queries. For example, it is often possible to avoid unwanted 
ambiguities in a query by simply providing it with more context. 
Adding the word ‘money’ to a query containing ‘bank’ is useful to 
convey the intended sense of financial institution. In other cases, 
the use of synonyms in the query can broaden up the range of 
retrieved documents to a significant extent.
W b t k d t f CL t l d th d l i tz e  users can a e a van age o   oo s an  me o o og es o 
get intelligent and selective access to on-line text documents
– minimizing problems of information overflow 
– avoiding the strictures of pre-indexed document repositories.
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Teaching CL in Italy
z The increasing popularity of Computational Linguistics,
over the last ten years, as a knowledge area of general
interest has gone hand in hand with the exponentially
growing need to access web-based information by daily
web users. The number of courses on CL that are
nowadays active in the curricula of most Italian
universities also meets a non specialist demand for a
more aware use of language as a vehicle for querying and
accessing web-based information.
z However, such an upsurge of interest has not been
i d b bl th i th b faccompan e y a compara e grow n e num er o
Italian books devoted to the topic, as traditional
publishing houses are typically conservative and rather
reluctant to explore new scientific domains and
nonetheless so far capable of addressing the general
public need for a more aware use of current technologies
only to a very limited extent.
The role of grey CL literature
z to make it up for comparative shortage of white CL 
literature in Italian, CL courses have sprouted dedicated 
web sites providing tutorials exercises power point   , , -  
presentations and other teaching materials.
z The increasing availability of on line materials on    -    
language technologies provides also a potential access to 
a wider community of users, by offering introductory 
information for a better understanding of :
– aspects of computer architecture and functioning
– issues of digital text encoding and document representation
– aspects of text browsing with personalized search patterns
– issues of document mark-up and classification
– fundamentals of document content indexing
– introductory notions on database management systems.
The role of grey CL literature (II)
The trend is:
z setting up high standards for web-based publishing
z providing an important meeting point between academic information 
providers and non academic information consumers 
z modifying the general public attitude towards computer-based 
information access 
z prompting a more intelligent and personalized use of the most popular           
search-engines ties in with a deeper understanding of how texts are 
automatically searched and indexed and how text information is 
internally represented and eventually made available by computers
z providing remote on-line access to actual course materials
Web users
¾ A new generation of self-taught web users is 
getting more and more aware of the potentials 
and limits of the current language-based 
technology, in these novel scenarios for 
information access based on integration of 
language-specific abilities and language-specific 
cognitive functions.
¾ When people understand better and better what       
sort of queries make sense in what contexts and 
why, they will most likely use this knowledge to 
avoid the strictures of precompiled information      
repositories and ontologies and to exploit the 
web in more personalized and creative ways.
Case study: 
“Informatica Umanistica” in Pavia
¾ Available on the web:
- course overview: goals & prerequisites
- full set of course slides (power point)
- full set of teaching material offered during the course
- on-line exercises
- downloadable documents
- links to websites of interest and downloadable software
- access to on-line tools for Italian text processing
¾ Reference to only 5 chapters of “Testo e 
Computer” Lenci, Montemagni, Pirrelli –
Carocci Editor (2005)
"Electronic Archive of Carlo    
Emilio Gadda's Works"
Website accesses to http://www.ilc.cnr.it/CEG/
z whole literary production of Gadda (1893-1973)     
z Concordances, translations, bibliography, etc
Concluding remarks
z CL → access & retrieval of web-based info 
– vast majority of web-based knowledge available in huge on-line 
repositories of electronic text documents    
– automated, intelligent access of such repositories is precondition 
to their existence
• little point in developing on-line document repositories if 
nobody can ever go through them!     
– web users want to access this info in an increasingly more 
dynamic, goal-oriented & flexible way
– such demands will be met through integration of knowledge-rich 
and language intelligent technology -   
z access & retrieval of web-based info → CL
– important test bed for computational frameworks and models of 
information access
– provides wide range of challenging requirements for more and 
more personalized and creative ways of accessing document 
content
– pushes towards a tighter integration between language 
intelligence, general cognitive functions and knowledge-rich 
technologies
Concluding remarks II
z grey CL literature
– makes it up for a persistent delay in meeting the 
demands of a new generation of self-taught web users
– prompts more aware ways of searching and accessing 
information on the web 
– sets high standards for information dissemination and 
sharing
– narrows down the gap between user expectations and 
current technological offer
